Literature Review
The voluntary total recall of all Blue Bell Creameries products in 2015 (CDC, 2015b) came as a shock to many customers. Social media, particularly Facebook pages, became a sounding board for many of those affected by the recall. Facebook was also a primary outlet for Blue Bell to connect to its customers during the crisis.
Media Dependency Theory
In order to understand the Facebook reactions to the Blue Bell recall, it is important to understand why followers would react at all. The media dependency theory states that dependency on media is heightened "…when a relatively high degree of change and conflict is present in society" (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976, p. 7) . Heightened media dependency has cognitive, behavioral, and affective effects (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) .
One cognitive effect that can occur is the creation and resolution of ambiguity. Ambiguity is defined as having insufficient or conflicting information (Ball-Rokeach, 1973; Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) . Some consumers were unsure which products were safe in the early days of the crisis due to multiple recalls. The first news stories and press releases featuring the Listeria outbreaks were confusing for consumers because Blue Bell did several small recalls before recalling all of its products (Brooks, 2017; Elkind, 2015; CDC, 2015b) . The public continues to look to the media for clarification until the ambiguity is resolved (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) .
Blue Bell stakeholders likely continuously followed the progress of the crisis on social media until sales resumed.
Many consumers were upset, even angry, about the recall. This could be considered an emotional reaction which is an affective result of media dependency and leads to an attitude formation (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) . Some expressed these feelings online by commenting on Blue Bell's social media pages.
A behavioral effect is what an audience member will do in reaction to media information (BallRokeach & DeFleur, 1976) . This study researched the affective and behavioral effects, and subsequent attitude formations of the public, during Blue Bell's recall.
Media dependency has previously been used to understand social media's role during agricultural crises. In Charanza and Naile's (2012) study, participants recalled how much time they spent on different media channels looking for information during a beef industry food safety incident. They found that consumers did not indicate high levels of media dependency during a food safety outbreak, but concluded this could be due to the last major food safety event occurring more than seven years prior (Charanza & Naile, 2012) . Crisis response on social media is now expected, but more research into social media's effects during and after a crisis is needed .
Reputation Management Theory
Blue Bell had created a strong reputation throughout its 108 years of business prior to the 2015 crisis. A Dutch study of agri-food industries' communication found that this is important for reputation management (van Woerkum & van Lieshout, 2007) . Van Woerkum and van Lieshout (2007) suggested that a company will experience successful reputation management during a time of crisis if they are also transparent during normal times prior to the crisis.
However, defending a reputation is just as important as building one (Davies & Miles, 1996) . As stated by Argenti and Druckenmiller (2004) , reputation management consists of "the collective representation of multiple constituencies' images of a company built up over time and is based on a company's identity programs, its performance and how constituencies have perceived in behavior" (p. 369). A threatened reputation can imperil an organization's future (van Woerkum & van Lieshout, 2007 ). An organization, particularly in the agri-food industry, should work to prevent tarnishing its reputation by "reacting appropriately and in a timely manner to (even small) changes," (van Woerkum & van Lieshout, 2007, p. 356) .
Agriculture and Social Media
Agriculturalists implement social media into their marketing strategies for reasons differing from non-agricultural organizations (White, Meyers, Doerfert, & Irlbeck, 2014) . After conducting interviews of agriculturalists who use social media for marketing purposes, White et al. (2014) found that the participants felt the need to use social media to address negative or incorrect information about agriculture. "All of the participants said the primary motivation for beginning their social media presence was to provide audiences with accurate information about agriculture" (White et al, 2014, p.81) . White et al. (2014) also gave multiple suggestions for content on agriculturalists' social media accounts. The suggestion most relevant to this study was to share what audience members want or need in a way that is understandable and shareable and to respond to readers' questions and concerns (White et al., 2014) .
Although social media is still relatively new technology, they are widely used and continue to grow in terms of users, platforms, and usage (Pew Research Center, 2017) . Despite their popularity, more research is needed to determine the uses and strategies for agriculture on social media platforms (Gibson, Ahrens, Meyers & Irlbeck, 2012; White et al., 2014; Irlbeck et al., 2013) .
Crisis Communication in Agriculture
There is a great deal of literature on crisis communication in agriculture Coombs, 2014; Palmer, Irlbeck, Meyers, & Chambers, 2013) , although little of it mentions social media (most likely because social media did not exist or was not as popular at the time of other crises). Although these studies do not incorporate social media specifically, they are still valuable resources for this study.
For example, Palmer et al. (2013) provided certain "do's and don'ts" for crisis communication during a foodborne illness outbreak. Some of the "do's" included practicing two-way communications and providing timely and accurate information (Palmer et al., 2013) . "Don'ts" included lying or being dishonest, ignoring key audiences or stakeholders, staying silent, and downplaying public health (Palmer et al., 2013) .
Crisis Communication on Social Media
Wagler and Cannon (2015) also studied reactions to an agricultural crisis on social media in a qualitative case study. The researchers studied Twitter conversations that occurred during the 2012 drought in Nebraska (Wagler & Cannon, 2015) . They found that organizations can be "established as thought leaders on social networks, providing timely information about complex and important issues facing the public" (Wagler & Cannon, 2015, p. 57) . Although these strategies were meant for university organizations (Wagler & Cannon, 2015) , we believe they can be used by other organizations wanting to be seen as a leader during a crisis. The suggestions included building brand equity through content marketing, engaging with the audience, using big data to plan for the next crisis, and framing conversations to seem more personal and genuine (Wagler & Cannon, 2015) .
Prior to Wagler and Cannon's (2015) study, Irlbeck et al. (2013) called for more research on the "implementation of social media during a crisis and the effects that it has on consumers' confidence and loyalty once the crisis is over" (p. 28) . This is part of what the current study aimed to do. Coombs (2015) found that when organizations have a social media presence prior to a crisis, social media should be used in response to the crisis. Ten common crisis communication postures used by organizations are listed and described in Table 1 (Coombs, 2015) . Coombs (2015) also notes that social media use during a crisis is not one-sided; social media gives voices to stakeholders who support an organization during a crisis, which can create a "positive echo on the Internet" (p. 156).
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to further analyze Blue Bell's crisis response postures through social media posts and consumers' reactions during the 2015 major agri-food crisis in order to understand how this contributed to the perseverance of Blue Bell's reputation. To achieve this purpose, the following research questions were posed: RQ1: What themes were found in Blue Bell's Facebook posts from March 13 -August 31, 2015? RQ2: What themes were found in audience feedback (comments) on posts from RQ1? Although this study is similar to the one conducted by Ahmed and Natarajan (2016) , this study focuses on the crisis communication strategies Blue Bell used on social media during the crisis and how customers reacted. Ahmed and Natarajan (2016) looked to add more information on the "impact of a product-harm crisis on a regional brand of ice-cream" during a product-harm crisis (p. 68). Table 1 . Coombs (2015) .
Crisis Response Postures as proposed by

Crisis Response Posture Explanation
Attacking the Accuser The crisis manager confronts the person or group that claims that a crisis exists. The response may include a threat to use force (e.g., a lawsuit) against the accuser.
Denial
The crisis manager states that no crisis exists. The response may include explaining why there is no crisis.
Scapegoating
Some other person or group outside of the organization is blamed for the crisis.
Excusing
The crisis manager tries to minimize the organization's responsibility for the crisis. The response can include denying any intention to do harm or claiming that the organization had no control of the events that led to the crisis.
Justification
The crisis manager tries to minimize the perceived damage associated with the crisis. The response can include stating that there were no serious damages or injuries or claiming that the victims deserved what they received.
Compensation
The organization provides money or other gifts to the victims.
Apology
The crisis manager publicly states that the organization takes full responsibility for the crisis and asks forgiveness.
Reminding
The organization tells stakeholders about its past good works.
Ingratiation
The organization praises stakeholders.
Victimage
The organization explains how it too is a victim of the crisis.
Methodology
The researchers conducted a qualitative content analysis to answer the research questions. Content analysis is "a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use" (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 24) . The researchers analyzed the posts that Blue Bell made on its public Blue Bell Ice Cream Facebook page as well as the comments these posts received on the page. Facebook was chosen as the social media platform to study because it has the most users (Pew Research Center, 2017) . Also, a good deal of the public relies on social media to get their news (Grieco, 2017) . Information about a crisis is considered imperative news to stakeholders. Many of Blue Bell's stakeholders most likely turned to social media platforms for news during the Listeria outbreak since twenty-six percent of American adults get news from two or more social media sites (Grieco, 2017) . Of these social media platforms that consumers are turning to for news, Facebook claims the largest share of social media news consumers (Grieco, 2017) . The posts studied were from March 13, 2015, when the first Listeria-related post was made, through August 31, 2015, when Blue Bell Ice Cream returned to stores.
The researchers examined the response strategies of the posts and how followers responded using topic coding after the crisis. Only the first 10 comments from the "Top Comments" section of each post were used because each post had several hundred, or even thousand, comments. This resulted in a mix of both Texan and non-Texan commenters being included in the study. Posts and comments were coded by the researchers according to which crisis response strategy (Table 1) they reflected. Additional response strategy themes emerged from the data and were added as needed. Comments and posts could be labeled as more than one category.
To ensure trustworthiness, the researchers sought to achieve credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) . Credibility was ensured through peer debriefing and triangulation of two different sources and three different investigators (Denzin, 1978) . Transferability was established through an adequate description of data as well as a thoroughly maintained database. Dependability overlapped the credibility efforts, but more specifically, two inquiry teams analyzed the data, and then met to discuss any discrepancies. This also helped accomplish inter-coder reliability. Confirmability was established through an audit trail that included the raw data, process notes, and the coding spreadsheet. All the researchers currently live in Texas and have purchased Blue Bell Ice Cream. The researchers were aware of the recall and followed its progress as it was happening.
Results
RQ1: Themes Found in Blue Bell Creameries' Facebook Posts
The following themes were found in Blue Bell Creameries' Facebook posts: Informational, Ingratiation, Improvement, Justification, Reminding, Apology, and Victimage (Table 2) .
The researchers labeled posts "informational" that contained straightforward facts about the recalls or crisis. This included multiple links to press releases and CDC documents informing the public on new recall information, giving answers for questions from the public (i.e. why are Blue Bell trucks on the highway if there are not any Blue Bell products?), and announcing the return of Blue Bell products to stores. Although Informational was not one of the response strategies proposed by Coombs (2015) , the researchers noted that several of Blue Bell's Facebook posts during the crisis consisted of pure information such as the example shown in Figure 1 .
Posts that contained ingratiation themes were also frequently used by Blue Bell. These posts thanked Blue Bell's customers and other stakeholders for their support and loyalty. One post thanked Gallery Furniture, a Houston furniture store, for running an advertisement in the Houston Chronicle in support of Blue Bell during the crisis (Figure 2 ). The researchers found another theme repeatedly throughout the comments: Improvement. These posts highlighted Blue Bell's improvements to and cleaning of, facilities to prepare to resume production. Posts with this theme created transparency for the consumers by letting them know what Blue Bell was doing to recover from this crises and prevent future ones ( Figure 5 ). Some of these posts also answered questions from followers such as why Blue Bell started production at its facilities in Alabama rather than in Texas where the company's headquarters are located (Figure 6 ). It is important to note that none of Blue Bell Creameries' Facebook posts were classified as Attacking, Denial, Scapegoating, Excusing, or Compensation; only the themes of Justification, Apology, Reminding, Ingratiation, Victimage, Informational, and Improvement were found.
RQ2: Themes Found in Comments
The following 14 themes were found in Facebook comments posted by followers of the page: Loyalty, Question, Thank You, Denial, Religious, Justification, Other, Texas Should be First, Reminding, Victimize, Irrelevant, Attacking, Scapegoating, and Excusing. Many posts fit into multiple categories. The five most prevalent categories are listed in Table 3 with examples. An overwhelming trend found in the comments during this time period was loyalty. The loyalty theme was created when the researchers found a continuous tendency of comments to include support and loyalty for Blue Bell. Loyalty is defined as a "customer's commitment to do business with a particular organization, purchasing their goods and services repeatedly, and recommending the services and products to friends and associates" (McIlroy & Barnett, 2000, p. 348) . Examples of loyalty varied in this content analysis. One consumer replied to an April 6, 2015 post with, "please Lord don't let me eat off-brand ice cream…..I choose listeria poisoning." Statements by consumers refusing to buy any other brand of ice cream was a repeated form of loyalty. One consumer summed it up with the comment, "None like Blue Bell, none till Blue Bell!"
Another frequent theme found in the comments was "Question." These were posts that asked a question of Blue Bell. Questions about the outbreak, such as how to check for contaminated containers or which factories' ice cream was contaminated, were common. Unexpectedly, a vast number of comments that contained questions also incorporated loyalty. For example, one customer asked if Blue Bell had any merchandise they could purchase in the meantime to support the company financially. Another asked if Blue Bell was looking for any samplers to test their first batches after cleaning the production facilities. A different consumer asked when ice cream would start being produced again and added that they were willing to drive to a factory to get it.
A religious theme emerged from the comments as well. Any mentions of religious figures, faith, and prayer were included. For example, statements such as "God Bless Blue Bell" or saying they were praying for Blue Bell or its employees were fairly common. One example was a comment a Blue Bell employee added to an August 17, 2015 post: "So excited for our return, God bless Blue Bell they are an awesome company!!!!!! So ready to go back to work and deliver smiles to all our customers!!!!!!" Another stakeholder replied to a May 7, 2015 post with, "A summer without Blue Bell? Lord have mercy."
Many commenters thanked Blue Bell, which compelled the researchers to add the "Thank You" theme. These comments included consumers who were thankful Blue Bell was "taking care of the problem" or keeping the consumers informed. "Thank you" comments were identified as any comment that included the words "thank you." Many of these comments were also paired with loyalty such as a comment on June 25 that said the commenter could not wait to have Blue Bell again and appreciated the company's efforts in ensuring food safety. A similar comment appeared on a June 19, 2015 post: "Thanks for keeping us informed! We will be there when you start selling our beloved Blue Bell Ice Cream again!"
The last theme researchers identified was "Texas Should be First." The related comments were solely in response to posts made by Blue Bell on July 8, July 22, and August 5, 2015. The posts explained that production was starting in Alabama, machines were up and working in Alabama, and they were "cranking out ice cream" in Alabama, respectively. Comments ranged from saying "Texas should come first" to asking why the company would start somewhere else when Texas had been so loyal. One follower wrote, "Blue Bell ice cream from Alabama instead of Texas, what's the world coming to?" Another follower stated that she would wait to purchase Blue Bell ice cream that was produced in Texas.
Although rare, the researchers did find other posts that exhibited negative reactions to the crisis including themes of Victimize and Attacking. One commenter blamed upper management at Blue Bell for "putting production numbers over safety and quality." Another stated that they were angry the ice cream was unsafe and thereby putting their daughters at risk; the commenter told Blue Bell they "should be ashamed of the name [they're] giving the company."
Limitations
The first limitation of this study was the possibility that some comments may have been deleted by users or the Facebook page host before the researchers were able to review them. Comments that were made to posts after they were shared to private Facebook profile pages were also not available for researchers to analyze. Lastly, there was no way to view every post and comment on Facebook that was made about Blue Bell during the product recall unlike other social media platforms such as Twitter.
Conclusions
Many Blue Bell customers had an emotional reaction to this food crisis. This reaction is expected during a conflict such as a major Listeria outbreak and recall (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) . This led to the behavior effect of posting emotionally-driven comments, which is to be expected when reacting to information about a conflict (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) . Blue Bell predominantly posted messages that included Informational, Ingratiation, and Improvement themes during this crisis. Their consumers responded with comments containing overwhelming Loyalty themes as well as Questions and Thank Yous.
Blue Bell, whether knowingly or unknowingly, followed many of the recommendations of existing literature on crisis communications. Blue Bell was able to share information that its customers wanted and needed in an understandable way and responded to stakeholders' questions and concerns, which is what White et al. (2014) recommended. Blue Bell also practiced two-way communications by answering questions and comments in a timely manner, which Palmer et al. (2013) suggested doing during a foodborne illness outbreak. Blue Bell's social media also avoided lying, being dishonest, ignoring its stakeholders, staying silent, or downplaying public health. This may have been detrimental to its recovery after the crisis (Palmer et al., 2013) . Wagler and Cannon (2015) proposed that engaging with the audience and framing conversations to seem more personal and genuine would help establish an entity as a leader during a crisis. Blue Bell kept its social media genuine, transparent, and frank and answered questions and concerns that customers had.
Blue Bell had built a strong brand image and reputation long before this crisis occurred (Ahmed & Natarajan, 2016) . The company is known for being extremely transparent, even opening its factories to the public for tours for decades. The company was also transparent during the crisis. Many of its Facebook posts included information, interviews with upper management and employees, and videos of improvements Blue Bell was making to its factories to avoid another agri-food crisis. Van Woerkum & van Lieshout (2007) stated that to maintain a reputation during a crisis, a company first has to be transparent during normal times. This transparency before and during the crisis may have significantly helped Blue Bell maintain its brand reputation among its customers throughout the crisis.
Discussion
As residents of Texas, including one Texas native, the researchers also believe the amount of loyalty and support Blue Bell found through this crisis was at least partially due to Texans' loyalty to Texas companies. A viral Facebook post by Texas resident Lindley (2015) epitomized this sentiment:
Let me break this down for Northerners who can't understand the tragedy of recent events: The Blue Bell recall doesn't mean we're down a brand of ice cream. We don't BUY other brands of ice cream. The Blue Bell recall means WE ARE OUT OF ICE CREAM.
Texas is unique in that many of its citizens, current or past, tend to exhibit a great amount of pride in the state (Gittinger, 1940; Robinson, 1988; Fernandez, 2016) . Although Blue Bell also received support from stakeholders outside of Texas, because Blue Bell was so strongly branded as a small, Texas-based company (Ahmed & Natarajan, 2016; Swartz, 2015) , the researchers believe Texans stood up for and supported, one of "their own" during the crisis.
It should also be noted that the comments in response to news media Internet posts covering the Blue Bell crisis of 2015 were not nearly as positive as those found on the Blue Bell Ice Cream Facebook page. Many of these comments reflected anger at, or distrust of, Blue Bell Creameries. The researchers believe three phenomena could explain this difference in response: (a) Fans of Blue Bell ice cream "liked" their Facebook page and continued to show support, whereas followers of news media Facebook or web pages may not have supported Blue Bell to begin with (b) The researchers did not find many negative comments because they only viewed "top" comments or (c) Blue Bell edited comments during the crisis to eliminate a majority of negative comments.
Recommendations
The researchers recommend other agri-food companies operate transparently before, during, and after a crisis. Blue Bell had already established strong branding and transparency before the crisis. The researchers agree with Ahmed and Natarajan's (2016) findings that interaction with consumers on social media and a strong brand minimized damage to Blue Bell's image following the crisis. During the crisis, Blue Bell communicated Informational and Improvement messages through social media, which increased its transparent image.
Many agri-food companies wait until during or after a crisis to become transparent, if at all. It is imperative to create a feeling of transparency with stakeholders before and during a crisis. Although tours on the production line are no longer given, Blue Bell maintained transparency with its customers by offering factory tours for decades. Transparency creates brand trust, which can lead to brand loyalty (Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-Alemán, 2001) .
Companies in crisis with loyal consumers should take precautions to appear just as loyal, if not more, to their stakeholders than the stakeholders are to them. Blue Bell could have further bolstered transparency by explaining why Blue Bell production resumed in Alabama before Texas prior to stakeholders asking questions. Some stakeholders questioned whether their loyalty to Blue Bell was not going to be reciprocated. One stakeholder replied to a post announcing production that production would be starting in Alabama on July 8, 2015 by saying "Your TX supporters have been loyal to you. Can't believe you are starting anywhere else." Others stepped in to explain on behalf of Blue Bell: "People you don't get it. Alabama is a manufacturing location…that doesn't mean Alabama will get ice cream before TX. It means TX cream will come from Alabama manufacturing site. Blue Bell is a local company and will take care of Texas and ALL its faithful supporters."
Agri-food companies should avoid Coombs' (2015) themes of Attacking, Denial, Scapegoating, and Excusing on social media, much like Blue Bell did. The researchers agreed that although Blue Bell did not distribute Compensation messages, it could be a good strategy to use depending on the situation.
Additional research should be conducted to compare comments on news media's Facebook posts about the recall to the comments on the Blue Bell Facebook page during the same time period. It would be beneficial to know how the general public reacted to the recall versus followers of Blue Bell's social media. In any agri-food crisis, it is important for researchers to conduct a content analysis on news organizations' and companies' social media posts. There is always something to learn from these situations; this can help agricultural communicators learn how to handle a crisis should they have to communicate about one.
